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Parking Guidance


Our powerful sensors and smart phone technology  
work together to fight traffic congestion by guiding 
motorists to available car spaces.

Digital Permits


Our ePermits solution helps you reduce administration and 
complexity by automating simple but repetitive tasks, and gives 
end-users the convenience of fully supported online self-service.

Parking Sensors


Our subterranean parking sensors offer accurate 
occupancy data for bays in which they’re deployed, 
critical for enforcement, events management and 
optimisng your parking operation.

Access Control


Our access control solutions combine our industry 
leading technologies to create a cost-effective, 
streamlined way to automate and ensure payments in 
your off-street car parks.

Officer Services


We provide highly-trained, professional authorised 
officers for inspections, audits and enforcement. Take 
advantage of our industry expertise, high rates of 
payment, and experienced professional staff.

Reminder Services


Our community-centric, proactive infringement 
reminders service creates touch points with your 
community, preserves goodwill and lifts your 
infringement recovery rates.

Mobile Apps


Our apps allow your community to check tariffs and 
make contact-free, secure payments, and they give you a 
lower-cost, more flexible way to manage parking.

Contactless QR


Our secure, cash-free, contact-free way to pay can 
banish cumbersome cash-handling from community 
events, clubs and facilities—without having to download 
another app.

Data Analytics


Whether it’s a single meter or an entire locality, our 
powerful, purpose-built insight solutions help you 
understand your parking operation with comprehensive 
data visualisations and reporting.

Parking Meters


Our robust, reliable meters accept payment with cash, 
card and smartphone applications. With wireless 
connectivity and real-time updates, you always know the 
status of your fleet.

Infringement Issuance


We’ve brought together world-class software, hardware 
and portable printing to create a smarter way to issue 
infringements, customised for the needs of your  
unique community.

Infringement Management


Our whole-lifecycle infringement management solution is 
efficient, community-focused and purpose-built to 
support your enforcement activities from the moment you 
issue an infringement to the moment of its resolution.

LPR


Our licence plate recognition solutions can capture, read 
and recognise thousands of vehicles every hour. Match 
registrations to permits, payments, and vehicles of 
interest instantly as you drive by.

For a smarter 
future


